Impact of a daily exercise dose on knee joint cartilage - a systematic review and meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials in healthy animals.
To investigate the impact of a daily exercise dose on cartilage composition and thickness, by conducting a systematic review of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) involving healthy animals. A narrative synthesis of the effect of a daily exercise dose on knee cartilage aggrecan, collagen and thickness was performed. A subset of studies reporting sufficient data was combined in meta-analysis using a random-effects model. Meta-regression analyses were performed to investigate the impact of covariates. Twenty-nine RCTs, involving 64 comparisons, were included. In the low dose exercise group, 21/25 comparisons reported decreased or no effect on cartilage aggrecan, collagen and thickness. In the moderate dose exercise group, all 12 comparisons reported either no or increased effect. In the high dose exercise group, 19/27 comparisons reported decreased effect. A meta-analysis of 14 studies investigating cartilage thickness showed no effect in the low dose exercise group (SMD -0.02; 95% CI -0.42 to 0.38; I2 = 0.0%), large but non-significant cartilage thickening in the moderate dose exercise group (SMD 0.95; 95% CI -0.33 to 2.23; I2 = 72.1%) and non-significant cartilage thinning in the high dose exercise group (SMD -0.19; 95% CI -0.49 to 0.12; I2 = 0.0%). Results were independent of analyzed covariates. The overall quality of the studies was poor because of inadequate reporting of data and high risk of bias. Our results suggest that the relationship between daily exercise dose and cartilage composition, but not necessarily cartilage thickness, may be non-linear. While we found inconclusive evidence for a low daily dose of exercise, a high daily dose of exercise may have negative effects and a moderate daily dose of exercise may have positive effects on cartilage matrix composition in healthy animals.